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H I G H L I G H T S

• Numerically studied the dewing and defogging progress of a truck cabin;

• The external flow field was analyzed to get convective heat transfer coefficient;

• Effect of air velocity, temperature and humidity was considered and compared;

• Optimal control strategy of air conditioner was concluded based on these studies.
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A B S T R A C T

The problem of vehicle window dewing not only affects the occupants’ comfort, but also interferes with the
driver's sight and potentially threatens the safety of driving as well as electronic equipment in the vehicle.
Therefore, analyzing the condensation process inside the cabin is of great practical concern to improve driving
comfort and safety. This study focuses on the process of condensation and defogging in the cabin of a truck
model, where the outside heat dissipation and internal air conditioning system are considered together. The
condensation process simulation based on the EWF (Eulerian Wall Film) model in conjunction with user defined
functions was validated by comparing with experiments. Then, the flow domain around a simplified three-
dimensional truck model was established to conduct the external thermal conditions. By examining various
conditions of the air inlet mode, temperature, humidity and speeds of the ventilation system, it was found that
the mass flow rate, inlet temperature and humidity could influence the dewing film thickness directly. Of sig-
nificance, when the air conditioning system was taken as the main defogging approach, with the relative hu-
midity set at approximately 20% and the temperature above 320 K, the dewing phenomenon was eliminated at
the highest efficiency. This paper also found that the comfortable, efficiency and safety requirements could all be
obtained when the relative humidity was within the range of 20% < RH < 60% and the temperature range of
292 K < T < 298 K. These results would be useful to provide suggestions for the future design of automotive
air conditioning systems.

1. Introduction

Dewing is a very common phenomenon, as it refers to vapor con-
densing on the surface of an object when the temperature is lower than
a critical (dewing) point. In engineering applications, it can potentially
cause severe hazards. For example, dewing in pipes and equipment will
accelerate corrosion process and reduce the component life; bacteria in
human nasal cavity can reproduce rapidly in dews, causing respiratory
diseases [1]. Similar to human beings, vehicles are also severely

affected by dewing problem in the cabin. Dews on the vehicle windows
would not only influence the sight of the driver, potentially leading to a
traffic accident, but also increase the humidity inside the vehicle, af-
fecting the comfort of occupants. With the increasing number and
complexity of electronic devices in vehicles, which are sensitive to the
humidity and temperature, the vehicular control system can also be
affected by dewing problem.

To deal with the dewing problem, three primary methods have often
been discussed: changing the ventilation condition, raising the window
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surface temperature, and using anti-fogging materials. However, the
latter two have considerable drawbacks; for example, the technique of
adding the heating wire in the glass to raise window surface tempera-
ture may not be applicable in the front window for the reason of
blocking eyesight. Anti-fogging materials, such as anti-clouding agent
and soapy water, could reduce the surface tension of water to promote
membrane condensation, but the effective time duration of this ap-
proach is very short, and it may emit peculiar smell and harmful gases
(VOC). Thus, controlling the air conditioning system appears to be the
most widely used method of defogging, despite energy consumption.
Therefore, it is of significant interest to investigate various operating
conditions of a ventilating system to efficiently diminish the dew phe-
nomenon.

Condensation is a kind of complicated two-phase flow which occurs
frequently in various industrial facilities and engineering systems and
has attracted considerable attention. The process of phase change of the
flow can be strongly affected by its thermal status, while condensation
on surface, in turn, will have influence on the heat transfer perfor-
mance. Li et al. [2] conducted the simulation and experimental on the
condensation of a staggered tube bundle heat exchanger, showing that
the CFD model could predict the temperature and condensate mass rate
very well. Serrano et al. [3] established an in-flow water condensation
model, and successfully simulated the bulk flow condensation caused
by the mixing of air streams in a long route EGR system. Yi et al. [4]

carried a visualized experiment to observe the water vapor condensa-
tion on an isothermal vertical industrial common aluminum plate.
Ghafari et al. [5] even developed a new turbulence model to simulate
the direct contact condensation in a two-phase flow with thermal shock.
While a large amount of work on dewing phenomenon has been focused
on buildings [6,7], nuclear services [8,9], heat transfer pipe systems
[10–12], much less research attention has been paid to the dewing
problem of vehicle windows. Previous studies have shown that CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) method is a validated approach for
analyzing the airflow conditions and water vapor condensation pro-
gress in various circumstances [13–15]. At the end of last century, Hara
and Fujitani [16] conducted a series of two- and three-dimensional (2-D
and 3-D) simulations on the airflow and temperature field inside a car
cabin, showing that numerical simulations could perfectly reflect the
heat transfer and flow process. You et al. [17] simulated the moisture
condensation of a chamber model to predict its inner hygrothermal
distribution in a high humidity climate and established two regression
equations to describe relationships between the indoor air temperature,
humidity and parametric factors of the infiltrated air. Through nu-
merical simulations, Somnath and Mayur [18] analyzed the thermal
comfort and airflow distribution inside a vehicle cabin and reported
that the flow field on passengers as well as inside the cabin strongly
affected the overall cooling rate. Saboora and Kim [19] numerically
analyzed the thermal and flow field in a vehicle cabin to predict the
human thermal comfort and energy consumption under different ven-
tilation conditions. Some other studies have also been dedicated to
solving the contest of thermal comfort and energy consumption.
Myoung Su Oh et al. [20] investigated both thermal comfort in the
vehicle compartment and energy saving of the localized air-con-
ditioning system with front and ceiling vents. Schaut and Sawodny [21]
used an optimization-based approach to minimize the energy con-
sumption of thermal system while maximizing the thermal comfort of
occupants for battery electric vehicle models. Zhang et al. [22] estab-
lished a comprehensive model to evaluate the total annual energy
consumption of an electric vehicle air conditioning system in different
cities across China, where the cabin thermal comfort and climate

Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) the experimental model used by Ambrosini [35] and (b) the finite element model and its near-wall grids. Note that the wet air flow moves
from the top to the bottom through a square cross-sectional pipe, and it condenses on the cooled surfaces.

Table 1
Inlet Parameters of Validation Model.

Cases Inlet Parameters

V[m/s] RH[%] T[℃] vap

P30-T40-V25 2.63 100 97.5 0.8692
P20-T40-V25 2.59 100 89.5 0.5685
P10-T40-V25 2.58 100 79.8 0.3500

P - pressure; T - temperature; V - velocity; vap- the mass fraction of water
vapor.
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control load approach were taken as the basic factors. Zhang et al. [23]
conducted numerical simulations for the inside of a vehicle model,
suggesting that for the thermal comfort the compartment temperature
should be with the range of 24–29 °C and the local velocity should not
be larger than 0.5 m/s. Andreea et al. [24] suggested that relatively
humidity between 30% and 70% did not have an influence on the
thermal comfort at neutral temperatures.

Most of previous studies on the thermal comfort of vehicular cabin
have focused on the thermal status and flow fields, but only a few of
them have considered the dewing process of window glass and its ne-
gative effects. Taro Ono et al. [25] noticed the contradiction between
defogging and energy saving performance. They performed an unsteady
simulation to evaluate both the defogging performance and thermal
comfort, and to analyze the corresponding air-conditioning load to find
an optimized control strategy. Abdulnour et al. [26,27] and Aroussi

et al. [28–30] conducted both experiments and numerical simulations
to investigate the defrosting and demisting performance, but with little
attention given to the dewing process. Dwiartono [31] numerically
investigated the defogging characteristics of vehicle windows. In their
numerical simulations, the fog layer attached to the glass surface was
considered as a liquid film of the same thickness, and two models were
used: on model for analyzing one-dimensional unsteady heat transfer,
and the other for simulating the evaporation characteristics of the li-
quid film. Kharat and Nandgaokar [32] also simulated the internal heat
environment of a vehicle model and analyzed the mechanism of fogging
and defogging on the window surfaces. However, these studies were
mainly focused on the phase transform on the front windshield, ne-
glecting the side and rear windows, where the distribution of humidity
and temperature field in the cabin was not considered, and also the
influence of external flow fields was ignored.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the mass fraction (a) liquid water, (b) gaseous water and (c) air.

Fig. 3. (a) Comparisons of the heat flux along the wall in the X-direction between the present numerical results and the previous experimental measurements by
Ambrosini [35] (b) Comparisons of the temperature along the wall in the X-direction between present numerical results and the previous experimental measurements
by Ambrosini [35].
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In summary, although there has been a considerable amount of
studies conducted on the flow field and the heat environment inside
vehicle cabins, there is still a lack of the information of relationships
between the external flow and the heat dissipation and condensation of
vehicle windows. Moreover, the balance between thermal comfort and
dewing problem should also be considered in vehicles. Thus, in the
present work numerical simulations were first conducted on the dewing
process of an experimental CONAN model to validate the numerical

methods, and then the validated methods were applied to study the
condensation inside truck cabin to analyze the internal flow distribu-
tion and thermal status. By simulating the condensation process, the
mechanism of vehicle window dewing process under different air
conditions is investigated to achieve an optimal operating state with a
combination of the ride comfort and energy consumption efficiency.

2. Methodology

2.1. Numerical simulation details

In this study, the numerical simulations were conducted using the
commercial software ANSYS FLUENT 17.0 [33] combined with user
defined functions (UDFs) as the main solver. It should be note that the
LES (Large Eddy Simulation) method was selected to analyze the tur-
bulence flow around vehicle, and Eulerian Wall Film (EWF) was chosen
as the multiphase model. Assuming that the thickness of the liquid film
was less than the radius of the wall curvature, the properties of the
liquid film in the thickness direction were certain and sufficiently thin
to be regarded as the two squares parallel to the wall flow. Accordingly,
the basic control equations are as follows [34]:

Mass conservation equation:

+ =h
t

hV m[ ]l
s

l (1)

where l is the liquid density, h is the film height, s is the surface
gradient operator, Vl is the mean film velocity andms is the mass source
per unit wall area due to droplet collection, film separation, film
stripping, and phase change.

Momentum conservation equation:

+ = + + +hV
t

hV V h P g h f V q( ) ( ) 3
2

3
2

l
s l l

s L

l l
s

l
l

l (2)

where PL is the pressure between gas and liquid, g is the gravity effect
in parallel direction of liquid film, is the viscous shear force at gas-
liquid interface, fs is the solid surface resistance, V1 is the viscous force
between liquid films and q is the momentum source terms for droplet

Fig. 4. Geometric dimensions of the truck model used in the present study.

Table 2
Geometric dimensions of the truck model windows.

Glass Position Length [mm] Width [mm] Thickness [mm] Area [mm2]

Front 1500 800 5 1 210 000
Side 900 700 5 630 000
Back 1000 300 5 3000

Fig. 5. Scheme of the simulating model. (a) The computational domain for the external flow field and (b) grids in the Y-Z plane.

Table 3
Physical Parameters of toughened glass.

Material Density[g/cm3] Specific Heat[j/kg·k] Thermal Conductivity

Glass 2500 720 1.38
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aggregation or separation.

The left hand of Eq. (2) represents transient and convection effects.
On the right hand side, the first term includes the effects of gas-flow
pressure, the gravity component normal to the wall surface (known as
spreading), and surface tension; the second term represents the effect of
gravity in the direction parallel to the film; the third term is the viscous
shear force at the gas-film interface; the fourth term represents the
viscous force in the film, and the last term is associated with droplet
collection or separation. Note that in arriving at the shear and viscous
terms on the RHS, a parabolic film velocity profile is assumed.

Fig. 6. The heat and flow characters of the cabin. (a) The heat transfer coefficient of the cabin windows. (b) c contours of the heat transfer coefficient of the truck
model. (c) The pressure distribution of the truck model. (d) Contours of the external flow velocity field near the exterior wall.

Table 4
Evaluation standard for the indoor thermal comfort.

Season Temperature[K] RH[%] Velocity[m/s]

Summer 295–301 40–65 ≤0.3
Winter 292–298 30–60 ≤0.2

Fig. 7. Computational domain of the internal flow field. (a) scheme of the inlets and outlets; (b) the distribution of y+.
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Energy conservation equation:

+ = + + +hV
t

V hT
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s w f
imp vap s
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where Ts is temperature at the film-gas interface, Tf is the average film
temperature and it is the dependent variable of the above equation, Tw
is the wall temperature, qimp is the source term due to liquid impinge-
ment from the bulk flow to the wall, mvap is the mass vaporization or
condensation rate, and L is the latent heat associated with the phase
change.

In order to analyze the transient process of condensation, UDFs were
applied in the present simulations. The water vapor mass fraction is
determined by [34]:

= = =d m
m

M
M

p
p p

0.622v

a

v

a

v

v (4)

=
+
d

d1 (5)

where d is the moisture content, mv and ma are the mass of water vapor
and air, and Mv and Ma are the molar mass of water vapor and air,
respectively; pv and p are the partial pressure of water vapor and the
total pressure, respectively; is the relative humidity and is the water
vapor mass fraction.

Thus, the water vapor diffusion coefficient is given by

= ×
+

C
P

T
T

0.926 10
0.001

·
245diff

6 2.5

(6)

Saturated pressure of water vapor at a certain temperature:

Fig. 8. Variation of the liquid film thickness with the relative humidity at (a) T = 310 K (b) T = 320 K.

Fig. 9. Variation of the liquid film thickness with the inlet flow temperature at (a) RH = 60% and (b) RH = 20%.
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where T is the Celsius temperature, = +i T
1
0.001 , and ci and ni are em-

pirical constants, with =n 0.01114616941 , =n 0.01105446812 ,
=n 0.00143595223 , =n 0.01114616944 , =c 0.61411993390 ,
=c 0.04406212621 , =c 0.00144015672 , =c 0.00002689543 , =c4

0.0000002720 and =c 0.00000000285 .

2.2. Validation

To validate the numerical model and UDFs used in this study, the
CONAN model used experimentally by Ambrosini et al. (2008) [35] was
adopted as the reference for condensation benchmark testing.

Fig. 1 shows the key parameters of the experimental CONAN model
of Ambrosini et al. (2008), together with the present numerical finite
element model (FEM). In the present FEM, the structured mesh was
applied, and the near-wall grids were densified. The nodes number in
three direction was 52 × 52 × 120, and the total number of grids was

320,000. It should also be noted that part of the boundary conditions
was adopted from the studies of Vyskocil’s [36], where the CONAN
model was also used as the validation reference. In the present test, the
turbulence intensity of inlet was set at 2%; the hydraulic diameter was
0.003 m; pressure of outlet was barometric pressure; the remaining
walls were adiabatic; and the acceleration of gravity was 9.81 m/s.
Three different experimental inlet parameters were chosen to be si-
mulated, as shown in table 1.

Pressure-based transient calculation method was applied in the si-
mulation. The energy equation was enabled. Standard k- model was
used for turbulence model and standard wall function was selected for
turbulence model. The EWF model was enabled, together with the mass
transfer equation, and the mixture phase is gas water, liquid water and
air. The diffusion coefficient and saturated pressure of water vapor was
determined by UDFs.

The pressure implicit operator partitioning algorithm (PISO) was
used to calculate the pressure. Based on the pressure-velocity coupling
relationship, the SIMPLE algorithm was modified to be closer to the real
continuity and momentum equation. Pressure, momentum and the
spatial discretization of each component were based on the second-

Fig. 10. Evolution of the film thickness contours in the vehicle cabin at (a)100 s (b)300 s (c)700 s (d)1000 s.
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Fig. 11. The Averaged liquid film thickness of (a) front glass (b) back glass (c) side glass and (d) the mass of condensate water in 1000 s of cases with different RH and
temperatures.

Fig. 12. The Change of Liquid Film Thickness with Time at Different Relative
Humidity.

Fig. 13. The relationship between the temperature of the cabin and the tem-
perature and humidity of the inlet.
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Fig. 14. The interior flow contours in the center plane and the temperature contours in the ¼ plane for different RH values. The defogging airflow temperature is
fixed at 320 K, and the RH= (a) 20% (b) 40% (c) 60% (d) 80% (e) 100%
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order upwind scheme.
Fig. 2 shows contours of the mass fraction for three different fluids,

namely liquid water, gaseous water and air, in the steady state. As can
be seen, the liquid water concentrates on the lower part of the cooled
plate due to the effect of gravity. The mass fraction of water vapor
decreases gradually along the flow direction, while the relative mass
fraction of air and liquid water is rising.

Furthermore, comparisons of the heat flux and temperature along
the wall (in the X-direction) were made between the present simula-
tions and the previous experiments of Ambrosini [35], as shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that the present results in
general are in good agreement with the previous experimental mea-
surements, showing the highly similar trends in both the heat flux and
the temperature, which first decrease sharply with increases in the
distance from the inlet prior to a stable gradually decreasing trend.

3. Discussion on truck model

Considering the complexity and difficulty of the modelling and
limited computing resources, we focus here on a simplified truck cabin
having relatively simple geometries. In this section, results of the heat
transfer coefficient of the vehicle windows and the condensation inside
the cabin are presented together with the external and internal flow
fields.

3.1. Geometric parameters of truck model

The truck model used in this paper is based on the latest generation
of some commercial vehicles, with appropriate simplifications, as
shown in Fig. 4. The oversize of the truck head model is
1648 mm × 1800 mm × 1680 mm with four windows (two sides, one
front and one rear). The sizes of the windows are shown in table 2.

3.2. Simulation of external flow field

The flow around moving cars is indeed a very complicated problem
with profound flow velocity field, turbulence intensity and pressure
distribution in different areas around the vehicle body. Thus, large
variations in the heat transfer coefficient of different windows may be
induced, which can further influence the dewing process on the surface
of the windows.

To simulate more accurately the heat transfer process on the vehicle
windows, a trailer structure was added based on the original head
model (see Yang et al. [37]). The trailer and the truck head had the
same dimensions: 4400 mm in length (L), 2000 mm in height (H) and
400 mm in width (W) (the distance between the truck head). The
computational domain (4L × 8 W × 8H) was established by ANSYS
ICEM, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The inlet was positioned 2L away from the
front of the truck, while the outlet was 4L from the rear of the truck.
This domain was large enough to eliminate the entrance effect. The
unstructured tetrahedral mesh was applied and the grids near the truck
body were densified, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The total number of the grid
elements was 1.86 million. The transient calculation was adopted. The
time step was set to 0.2 s, and total simulation time was 1000 s with 20
iterations for each time step. The calculation method is basically the
same as the simulation verification part, choosing Standard k model
as the turbulence model and standard wall function for the near-wall
treatment. The inlet flow velocity was set at 20 m/s to simulate the
drum of wheels in a real wind tunnel, and the temperature was 273 K,
noting that the walls and the ground were adiabatic. The temperature
of the four windows was initially set at 283 K. The window material was
toughened glass (the physical parameters are shown in table 3).

The surface-averaged heat transfer coefficient of the windows is
shown in Fig. 6(a). As can be seen, the heat transfer coefficient in all
cases become fairly stable after approximately 200 s, where the dif-
ferences between different windows are very small, with the highest
value observed for the front window, followed by the side and back
windows. It should be noted that the average heat transfer coefficients
in the stable stage after 600 s were chosen as in the boundary condi-
tions for the simulations of condensation which will be presented.

Furthermore, Fig. 6(b), (c) and (d) show contours of the heat
transfer coefficient and the pressure on the body surfaces, and the ex-
ternal flow velocity field, respectively. The minimum value of the heat
transfer coefficient observed is in the lower part of the truck head
where the heat transfer is directly impacted by the highest pressure and
almost zero flow velocity. On the other hand, the highest heat transfer
coefficient value occurs at the top of the truck head where the airflow
displays the highest velocity and the flow separates. Moreover, the heat

Fig. 15. Change of film thickness with time under different inlet velocities.

Fig. 16. The relationship between the film thickness and the velocity.
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transfer coefficient of the front window, in general, is slightly higher
than that of the side and rear windows. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the heat transfer coefficient is strongly related to the local flow
velocity and pressure distribution.

3.3. Dewing progress and analysis

3.3.1. Evaluation standard for the indoor thermal comfort
In addition to the dewing phenomenon, the thermal comfort of

occupants in the vehicle is also of our concern in this article. The
standard of indoor thermal comfort is based on ‘Code for Design of

(a) 

0.05m/s 

(b) 

0.1m/s 

(c) 

0.15m/s 

(d) 

0.2m/s 

sruotnocerutarepmeTssenkcihtmlifdiuqilgniweD

Fig. 17. Contours of the dewing liquid film thickness in glassed and temperature contours in the centerplane when the inlet velocity is (a) 0.05 m/s (b) 0.1 m/s (c)
0.15 m/s (d) 0.2 m/s.
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Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning’ (GB50019-2003) shown in table
4.

3.3.2. Computational domain
The computational domain used for the indoor thermal comfort

study is shown in Fig. 7 (a). There are four inlets, including the main
inlet (with a cross-sectional area of 960 mm2), two side inlet (with a
cross-sectional area of 960 mm2), and a special defog inlet (with a cross-
sectional area of 400 mm2) which is set below the front window. The
two outlets (with a cross-sectional area of 160 mm2) are located below
the control panel. The main inlet is located in the middle of the control
panel and two smaller inlets are on each side of the cabin, while two
outlets are located under the control panel, close to the driver’s feet
position according to actual structure.

Considering the complex shape of the model, an unstructured tet-
rahedral mesh was used. To ensure better condensation effects, the

window entity was retained. The y-plus value is a dimensionless wall
distance to reflect the mesh quality and we generally choose the value
smaller than 3–5 as the criterion of good mesh quality. The y-plus value
of the window is approximately 0.5 and the distribution is shown in
Fig. 7(b), fully satisfying the mesh quality requirement.

3.3.3. Simulation conditions
To gain a better understanding of the system, various inlet flow

conditions, i.e., the inlet type, the flow velocity, the relative humidity
and the temperature, were tested. This resulted in a total of 36 test cases
(for more details, refer to Table 1 in Appendix). The transient simula-
tion method was adopted, where most settings were kept the same as in
the validation test and chose Standard k model as the turbulence
model and standard wall function for the near-wall treatment. The in-
itial temperature in the cabin was unified and set at 288 K. The aver-
aged heat transfer coefficient obtained in Section 3.2 section was used

Fig. 18. The change of film thickness with time under different defog velocities at (a) front glass (b) back glass (c) side glass, and (d) the drop percentage of film
under different defog velocities.
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as the input condition. The initial thickness of water film was set to
0.01 mm to ensure that the cabin had certain humidity to achieve a
faster condensation process.

3.3.4. Condensation at different positions of the cabin windows
It has been known that the dewing liquid film thickness on different

windows are noticeably different. Fig. 8 shows the variation of the
averaged film thickness at 1000 s with the relative humidity (RH) for
the cabin windows with fixed inlet flow temperature values of

(a) 

0.2m/s 

(b) 

0.4m/s 

(c) 

0.6m/s 

(d) 

0.8m/s 

(e) 

1.0m/s 

Fig. 19. The film contours and velocity streamlines in 100 s when defog velocity at (a) 0.2 m/s (b) 0.4 m/s (c) 0.6 m/s (d) 0.8 m/s and (e) 1.0 m/s.
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T = 310 K and 320 K (cases 13–22). As can be seen, the variations of
the liquid film thickness with RH are very similar in the two fixed
temperature cases. It should be noted that the film thickness tends to
increase with the inlet flow temperature.

Fig. 9 presents the variation of the averaged film thickness at 1000 s
with the inlet flow temperature at two fixed relative humidity values of
RH = 60% and 20%. For RH = 60%, the film thickness increases lin-
early with the inlet flow temperature in all the window cases. The font
window exhibits the greatest film thickness and the fastest increasing
rate. For RH = 20%, the film thickness of all the window cases in-
creases marginally for T < 320 K, prior to a rapid increasing trend;
however, the overall film thickness is relatively thin (close to the initial
thickness of 0.01 mm), indicating that low humidity results in slow
condensation.

Furthermore, one representative case with T = 320 K and
RH = 60% (case 15) was selected to demonstrate the evolution of the
dewing process. Fig. 10 shows the film thickness contours at four dif-
ferent time instances, t = 100 s, 300 s, 700 s and 1000 s. It can be seen
that the condensation of the front and side windows starts from the top,
while the rear window begins to dew from the bottom. At t = 1000 s
when the condensation becomes saturated, the highest value appears at
the lower part of the front window. It should also be noted that the
condensation of the windshield window in general appears to be more
severe than the side and rear windows. One primary factor for this
seems to be the distance from the air-conditioning inlet. The results
indicate that the front window can be used as an important object for
analyzing the influence of the temperature and humidity on the con-
densation.

3.3.5. Influence of the temperature and humidity
The temperature and humidity are two main factors in the analysis

of condensation mechanism in this study. Fig. 11(a–c) shows the var-
iations of the film thickness with RH for different fixed temperature
values at t = 1000 s, while Fig. 11(d) shows the variation of the mass of
condensate water correspondingly. Clearly, these plots all show that
increases in the temperature and humidity lead to aggravations in
condensation. In other words, the effect of moisture on condensation
gradually reduces as the relative humidity is increased. On the other
hand, in general, increasing the temperature on condensation is of more

significance.
Fig. 12 presents the time evolution of the film thickness of the front

window with a fixed temperature of 320 K and different RH values.
Clearly, the higher the relative humidity is, the higher the thickness of
the liquid film and the faster the condensation rate will be, and the
stability will be achieved earlier. Moreover, Fig. 13 plots the averaged
temperature inside the cabin as a function of RH. As can be seen, the
averaged temperature in the cabin decreases marginally as RH is in-
creased. However, when the inlet temperature is lower close to the
cabin temperature, the influence of RH on the temperature in the cabin
is not obvious anymore.

To further evaluate the driver’s thermal comfort, Fig. 14 shows the
flow velocity contours in the center plane with five different RH values
at fixed inlet temperature 320 K, together with the resulted temperature
contours in the ¼ plane (corresponding to the driver’s position). As can
be seen, increasing RH sees a stronger and larger flow field forming on
the windshield window. This is most likely due to the increase in the
water vapor mass fraction and the decrease in the air density making
the air flow to roll up easier.

From the temperature contours, when RH is below 20%, the areas
close to the driver's head and leg can achieve an excellent warmth ef-
fect, with a temperature of approximately 297 K. As the humidity is
increased, the high-temperature region shrinks gradually, and tends to
shift from the diver’s head position towards the front window. In the
extreme cases with RH = 20%, the high-temperature region is reduced
to a small area around the upper part of the front window, implying
that the upper body of the driver is not warmed effectively, while the
temperature around the position of the driver’s legs is even lower than
the initial temperature (288 K). From the above results, it can be con-
cluded that increasing relative humidity can cause the internal airflows
to roll up faster towards the front window and thus the warm-tem-
perature region moves towards the upper part of the cabin, which is not
effective for the occupants’ thermal comfort. Thus, it is suggested that
the relative humidity is an important factor to be considered in the
vehicle air-conditioning design.

3.3.6. Influence of the inlet velocity
The distribution of condensation and temperature and humidity

under four different inlet velocity is analyzed in this section. Fig. 15 is
the change of front window’s film thickness with time of cases with
different inlet velocity in 320 K and RH60%. The basic trend of four
curves is almost the same, while the final thickness increases with the
rising of velocity. In the case of 0.05 m/s, the final thickness is ob-
viously lower than other conditions and fluctuation occurs in cases of
0.05 m/s and 0.2 m/s. Fig. 16 shows the relationship between final film
thickness and velocity in different RH conditions. In RH 60% and 100%,
there is a positive relation between the thickness of the film and the
velocity. In cases of RH 20%, there is no obvious difference of thickness
at different velocity and it has a slightly decreasing trend with the in-
crease of inlet velocity.

Fig. 17 displays the contours of film thickness and the temperature
distribution in different inlet velocity. At the velocity of 0.05 m/s, the
air flows from the vent only a small distance and then flows upward, so
the area near front window is strongly warmed and thus leads to the
relatively lower film thickness. The highest thickness of the front
window film is located in the middle of the lower part and the thickness
of the liquid film on both sides is obviously lower. With the increase of
wind speed, the thickness of liquid film is distributed even more evenly
in the horizontal direction and the two sides are also in the area with
the highest thickness of the liquid film. Under the high velocity of
0.2 m/s, the flow is rather disorder and results in the fluctuation of
curves in Fig. 15. The distribution of the film thickness turns to be

Fig. 20. Distribution of the cabin temperature and RH for all the test cases at
1000 s.
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asymmetrical.
Considering the heating effect, the diver’s position is far below the

comfort temperature in cases of 0.05 m/s, while the temperature in
cases of 0.1 m/s and 0.15 m/s is more suitable and the temperature
around area of the driver's head is about 295 K. The temperature is
excessive in cases of 0.2 m/s which is over 300 K that beyond the
comfort temperature.

3.3.7. Influence of the defog flow and parameters
On the base of the case in last section, the defogging inlet which is

located below the front window was opened at 2000 s and different
inlet velocities were simulated. The mass fraction of air from defog inlet
was set to 0 and the temperature is 320 K with 5 different velocities
shown in Table 1 in Appendix (cases 3–7). The change of film thickness
of each window with time under different velocities is shown in Fig. 18.
Fig. 18(a-c) plot the change of film thickness for three different win-
dows, while Fig. 18(d) evaluates the reduction percentage of the water
film.

It could be noticed from these four pictures that the opening of
defogging inlet could remove the dew on windows effectively. The best
defogging effect is achieved when defogging is operated for approxi-
mately 200 s when the water film was reduced to lowest. Keeping the
defogging inlet open for too long may increase the film thickness on the
back and side windows, rather than reducing the thickness of the film.

As indicated in Fig. 18(d), the defogging effect is mostly obvious for
the front window, while much less effects are seen on the side window
and back windows. The fog removal rate increases rapidly with the
increase of the velocity of inlet. However, when the velocity reaches a
certain speed, the fog removal rate becomes limited. When the velocity
of the defog inlet reaches 0.6 m/s, the defogging effect of the front
window is basically the highest and the film thickness will not decrease
further with the increase of the velocity.

Fig. 19 shows the contours of film thickness at t = 100 s and the
velocity streamlines inside the cabin with different inlet velocities. The
effect of inlet velocity on defogging is obvious. With the increase of
velocity, the thickness drops, and defogging speed is significantly
strengthened. For the velocity at 0.2 m/s, the airflow from the inlet
rises and then begins to fall back such that it cannot cover the front
window surface at all and therefore has poor defogging performance.
While in cases at 0.4 m/s, where the film thickness fluctuates largely,
the airflow first rises to the middle of front window and then starts to
fall and intertwines with airflow from other inlet, and the whole flow
field is quite disorder. The disorder of air flow causes the unstable
distribution of water gas which could be the main reason that leads to
the fluctuation of film thickness. For the cases of airflow velocity
≥0.6 m/s, the air can flow steadily through the whole front window
and the top of cabin, and thus form a large stable eddy current in the
cabin. In this case, the flow field and moisture distribution in the cabin
is more stable.

In conclusion, the defog inlet has a significant effect on diminishing
dew on the front window. It was found that the optimum defogging
airflow velocity was 0.6 m/s, with which the most effective defogging
was achieved with significant energy saving. It was also found that the
effective defogging effect could be reached after opening the inlet for
100 s; however, longer operation time may result in adverse effects to
cause increases in the film thickness, and also cause overheating that
adversely affects driving comfort in the cabin.

3.4. An overall evaluation

In this section, an overall assessment of all cases tested in this study,
by considering the condensation, the thermal comfort standard of
temperature and humidity in the cabin, and the economic efficiency
synthetically.

Fig. 20 presents the distribution of all the test cases in the plane of
the temperature and relative humidity. As highlighted in red, four cases
(12, 17, 29 and 30 in table 5) fall in the comfort zone (30% < RH <
60% and 292 K < T < 298 K) at 1000 s, which would be useful to
provide references for the future design of vehicular air conditioning
systems.

4. Conclusions

This paper has numerically studied the dewing phenomenon and
defogging progress of a truck cabin model. By comparing with previous
experimental results of CONAN model, the EWF model combined with
UDF was validated to be successfully in simulating the dewing problem.
Then the study was focused on the dewing phenomenon of a truck
cabin, where the heat dissipation of window glasses was considered by
simulating the external flow field. A total of 33 different working
conditions with different temperature and relative humidity of air-
condition system flow velocities were simulated to better understand
the development of dewing film. The defogging airflow was also dis-
cussed with different flow velocities to evaluate the defogging perfor-
mance.

It was found through the external flow velocity field, the convective
heat transfer coefficient of the front window was higher than that of the
side and back windows. This is most likely due to the differences in the
external flow velocity around different parts of the cabin surfaces.

The temperature and humidity in the cabin are two important fac-
tors in the condensation process of the windows. The present results
showed that reducing the humidity could not only effectively control
the condensation, but also optimize the distribution of the internal
airflow and increase the heating effect. On the other hand, low cabin
temperature affects the occupants’ thermal comfort, whereas high
temperature will increase the content of water vapor in the cabin,
thereby worsening the problem of condensation.

The defogging airflow velocity was found to have a significant im-
pact on the liquid film thickness. When the defogging airflow velocity
was greater than 0.6 m/s, the dews on the front window was dimin-
ished rapidly. In addition, the operation time of the demister should be
approximately 200 s to achieve desired defogging effects; otherwise,
longer operation time may result in not only inefficient energy con-
sumption, but also excessive temperature rises adversely affecting the
occupants’ comfort in the cabin.

To satisfy the comfortable (proper temperature), efficiency (lower
velocity with lower fan energy consumption), and safety (thin film)
requirements in the same time, this paper suggests that the automobile
air conditioner could be controlled within the relative humidity range
of 20% < RH < 60% and the temperature range of
292 K < T < 298 K.
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Appendix A

This article studied a large number of cases with various combinations of different parameters, this table was designed to introduce these cases
better and make it easier to discuss the influence of these parameters in the following sections (See Table A1).

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2020.114932.
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